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fact that Lawrence and I were the only two British
officers with the force, and that we were now actually
inside the Turkish lines, did not worry me. Joyce
and Stirling would hang on at Tel Arar to keep a
crossing open for us to get back by, and so long as
we suffered no reverse there was no fear of the local
peasants turning against us.
Mezerib junction was held by a small Turkish
force which was not going to give in without showing
fight. It had not yet been reinforced from Deraa or
from the Yarmuk direction, but the Palestine line
and telegraph were intact, and at any moment a
train full of troops with guns might come along and
make things awkward. Nuri brought up his guns and
sent his regulars at the station, and in half an hour
it was taken. An orgy of looting followed, in which
Arab regular and irregular alike fell upon a supply
train which stood in a siding, and devoted them-
selves to filling their pockets and bellies. We two
British officers were left to do what we could to
snatch some permanent advantage from our rather
precarious position. The first thing was to destroy
the telegraph, so we climbed on to the station roof
and reaching out for the thick wires cut them one by
one. As the last wire parted we felt that we had
completed the mystification of the Turkish G.H.Q,.
in Palestine. Wild stories of Feisal and his eighteen
thousand men had no doubt been flashing along
those very wires since the morning, and might even
be passing at the moment.
It was odd to stand looking out over the peaceful
landscape, in which there was no movement of man
or beast, and to think of the consternation which
the closing of those nippers must have caused in
distant Nablus, but there was no time to waste. The

